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Abstract 

In this paper, we demolistrate a texture technique 
in the context of content-ba.sed retrieval (CBR). The 
~llet~hod is based on our previous work with some 
modifications. Although CRR lias been widely stud- 
ied, the novelty of our technique enables the users to 
adjust. t.he edge features used for matching and the 
rcsults show visual correspondence to the modified 
configuration. Hence this gives more freedom to the 
users over the control of a. t.i~.rget texture. The de- 
velopment of the method is in a preliminary stage. 
However the potent,ial of t.his method can 1ea.d to 
a. number of significant developments, such as front 
end t,ext based de~cript~ion with ba.ck end content 
based retrieval and a hierarchical model of a texture 
rlictionary which can facilitate different abstraction 
levels of CBR. 

1 Introduction 

In [6], we demon~trat~ed a new texture rep- 
resentmation t11a.t out,perforli~ied t,wo ot,lier metli- 
ods, Multi-resolution Simultaneous Auto-regressive 
model (MRSAR) [7] and Sta.tist,ical Geometrical 
Features (SGF) [2], with the entire Brodatz texture 
database [l] and colnplex texture pa.tterns from a 
commercial ca.talogue. Our method uses edge and 
plain region information as a basis for the texture 
features. 

In this paper, we investigate another potential 
benefit of our technique. The approach mainly 
makes use of edges which can be seen as primitive vi- 
sual features in human vision. Therefore, we can ex- 
t,end t,his model into a content based retrieval (CBR) 
application with more control over structural fea- 
tures. In QBIC [3], the well known texture method 
by Tamura et al. [I)] is adopted and lias shown that 
each feature has close correspondence to human vi- 
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sion. However, these features (coarseness, regular- 
it?/, line-lzkeness, contrast, roughness and direction- 
ulity) do not provide control over the texture struc- 
ture nor do they match based on edge skeletons since 
t,hey used global visual features. An advantage in 
our application is that it lets the user adjust the fea- 
t,ures for further content based matches according to 
t.hcir conception of the texture structure. The other 
aclvantage is that if users want to start browsing 
for simple texture patterns, they only need to spec- 
ify tlie desired features for similar matches without 
knowing what textures are stored in the database. 

Several moclifications have been made from our 
previous method and are described in section 2. In 
section 3,  we demonstrate how the features inter- 
face can interact to retrieve texture corresponding to  
the adjustments made by the users and also present 
some results from CBR with visual similarity. 

2 Edge Features 

The method in [6] uses three different groups of 
features, namely label ratios, contrasts across edges, 
a.nd conditional probabilities. Each group of fea- 
tures are based on 4 directional edge labels known 
as horizontal (H),  vertical (V),  left-diagonal (LD), 
and right-diagonal (RD) and homogeneous region 
la.bel (B).  

Firstly, the features are rearranged into three 
types: global, local, and coarse local. Global fea- 
tures are label ratios (i.e. the proportion of the to- 
tal label counts for each label type) calculated over 
the whole image. Local features are the conditional 
probabilities of two labels appearing within a 3 x 3 
neighbourhood. The coarse local features are inter- 
mediate between both local and global and indicate 
tlie continuity of each edge in a larger mask. 

Before detecting any directional labels with a 3 x 
3 mask, tlie significant changes of brightness values 
inside tlie mask have to be decided first. A different 
approach is used to check the change of pixel values 
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Figure 1: Conditional Pr~babi l i t~y Matrix 

which is similar t o  an erosion operation in morpho- 
logical techniques [4]. The procedure is performed 
as follows: 

For each pixel (except centre) in the mask 
if (centre brightness - 

pixel brightness >= T) 
increment the count 

If (count > 0 && count < mask size - 1) 
detect edge direction 

else 
label the centre pixel as B 

T is set to  12 in this paper. For finding the initial 
edge directions, we apply the method by Pate1 et, al. 
[8] which is also used in our previous work [GI. I-Ience 
a labelled image is created with H, \;, LD, RD and 
B.  The ratio features, R, are simply the count of 
each la.bel occuring in an image divided by the total 
number of all labels in the image. 

For the local features, we adopted the conditional 
probability matrix in [GI. This is computed by Sam- 
pling using a 3 x 3 mask on each pixel in the labelled 
image, I, and calculating the conditional probability, 
p ( j )e ) ,  of label, j, appearing in the mask given that 
the centre of the mask has a label, e. The probabil- 
ity is then averaged, summing and dividing by the 
number of e labels appearing in I. In this paper, we 
only used the conditional probabilities for the four 
directional edge labels, as shown in figure 1. 

The  edge continuity features, con.t, , are processed 
with a larger mask, 33 x 33, in order to  capture the 
semi-local properties. The distance between each 
mask application is 12 pixels. For a given ma.sk ap- 
plication, we ~a lcu la t~e  the length of the continuous 
edge in the mask passing through the central pixel. 
These edge lengths are then used to calculate the 
average edge length, cont,, for each edge la.be1, e. 
The cont, values are norrnalised to I,e in the range 
0 to  1. 

Once all the global, local and coa.rse local features 
are evaluated, a weighted Euc1iclea.n distance mea- 
surement is computed for this technique. The  label 

ra.tios (global features) are used as the weights, such 
that the weight of a label e, we, is calculated as the 
average of Rk and R: which are the ratio features of 
query and stored images respectively: 

'rhen the square of the Euclidean metric is calcu- 
Iat,ed a.s: 

se = C,i(pl( j le)  - p1'(j1e))2 + (cont: - ~0n.t:)~ 

The terms pl(jle) and pl'(jle) are the conditional 
probabilities features of query and stored images re- 
spectively, whereas cont: and conty are the conti- 
nuity features of edge label e of query and stored 
images respectively. Both summations are over ap- 
propriate edge labels. 

3 Experiment 

111 this section, we demonstrate some of the sim- 
ilarity mat,ching results selecting five different tex- 
tures with random (D32), quasi-structural (D62, 
DB7, D70) and structural (D56) appearances as  
query images. 

Figure 2 shows the visual similarity on the near- 
est matches from all the 112 digitised (256 x 256) 
Rrodatz textures for the new edge method. Each 
row represents from the query image (far left) and 
the match results which are the 5 far right images. 
Most of the matches are visually similar. 

A user interface was built for the technique with 
~ a v a '  Swing that enables users to  control the values 
of feature ranges (shown in figure 3) .  The user se- 
lects a net-like texture as the base query image and 
the texture's statistics are calculated and displayed. 
From this, the user is able to  modify the relation- 
ships between features, enabling them to  base the 
query on one image, but modify certain properties 
to reflect their specific interest. For example, in Fig- 
ure 3 the user wishes to query on an image with the 
general net-like properties of the base query image 
displayed. Then the user can modify the features 
values and retrieve other similar images where visual 
sinlilarity corresponds to  the adjustment. Figure 4 
shows the results of burlap texture, D104, after the 
following changes: 

Increase the horizontal ratio and decrease the 
vert(ica1 ratio 

Increase the bindings of both horizontal and 
vertical t,o blank, P(RIH) and p(B1V). 

'Traclernark of Sun Microsystems 



Figure 2: Similarity results on the entire Brodatz album 

The results shown on tlie right of figure 4 demon- 
strate the effect of modifying the query image. Note 
t,hat homogeneous regions are of siinilar granularity 
t,o the query image and horizontal edges dominate 
the retrieved textures. Also tlie global scale proper- 
ties are similar in the top two retrieved textures and 
gradually increase ( that  is, the size of rectangular 
homogeneous regions grows-the size of the bricks) 
as the matching distance increases '. Qualitatively 
we might say that the n~odificatioiis to  tlie query im- 
age amount to  straightening the burlap pattern but 
preserving the granularity of lion~ogeneous regions. 

These modifications are conlparatively intuitive 
because they are specified i11 terms of global prop- 
erties of the texture which a.re visible via the query 
image. This seems to have the effect of making the 

2Recall that similarity is inversely proportional to match- 
ing distance 

relationships specified by the sliding controls qual- 
itative because of their reference to  the displayed 
base query image. The user is not forced to concep- 
tualise a texture purely in terms of the relationships 
between primitives because they can browse a set of 
images, and then use one as a base query image. 

I11 order to solve this, we are investigating a map- 
ping from the primitives used in matching (e.g. the 
edge labels and conditional probabilities that  ex- 
press tlie relationship between them) to  a quasi- 
natural language interface. This enables the user 
to  specify siinple texture queries such as "strong 
vertical edges and weak horizontal edges". These 
are then parsed and an appropriate matrix of condi- 
tional probabilities is generated. The corresponding 
st.ored values which describe the quantification of 
t,he natural language terms were empi~ically derived 
and seem to  produce reasonable signatures for reli- 
able matching. Empirically, i t  transpires that quan- 
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Figure 3: Similarity match on burlap pattern 

t,ifying terms such as "many", "few", "strong" a.nd 
"weak" that  describe qualitative characteristics of 
the texture can be achieved and provides relatively 
robust retrieval rates from the Brodatz da.tabase. I t  
is unlikely that  such an approach is anywhere near 
generalisable to  other content based retrieval prob- 
lems, but it at tempts to  move testure based retrieval 
towards coping with what Jain called "emergent im- 
age semantics" [5], where we attempt to  capture cer- 
tain properties of the implicit content in types of im- 
a.ge. In our case, we have proceeded empirically by 
finding fortuitous mappings between the primitives 
used in the matching algorithm and visually a.ppar- 
ent features in the texture images. 

4 Co~lclusion and Future Work 

We described modifications from our previous 
testmure matching technique in order to enhance vi- 
sual similarity matching. The features are grouped 
into three domains: global, local and coarse local. 
The technique uses a very simple mathematical al- 
gorithm to  extract the features and i t  is extended 
in a content based retrieval application, so that  we 
call demonstrate the flexibilty for the user over the 
control of the query texture structure. 

Although the user interface does require some ef- 
forts from the user to understand the meaning of 
tlie features and changes to  values in the user inter- 
face, we have developed a simple lingusitic approach 
which maps a set of lexenies onto tlie feature set of 



Figure 4: Similarity retrievals after the parameters changed 

o ~ ~ r  ttc~chnique. As a rcsult., r~scrs will 1)c:nclit from 
nlorc frcedorn (or n nlorc, ~~at.ur:rl f;rshion) that  uses 
less c,ffort to cxpress t,ll(> cluery ant1 is a.lso easier t.o 
ontlcrstand t,han the ft,:rt.r~ros. l'hc tlesc:ript,ion query 
basica.lly lets t l ~ c  nscr t lrfinc part. of fbat.urc\s t.liat. 
t.l~cy a.re interest,ed in ant1 t.I~rn il. s i~ni lar i t ,~?  n ~ a t c h  is 
~xr fo rmed  on part,ial f(,at.rrrc, spat:(,. Ot, l~cr rcc.c~it tlc- 
v(:Iopn~cnts i r~c l~~c le  l ) r~ i l ( l i~~g  21 l ~ i~ r ;~ rc I i i c~r l  I I I ~ C I P I  or 
t.erms dcfinetl by ii set, of lc~scn~es  with llrrn~an prior 
knowlrdge. This nlearls t l~a t .  t , l~e  clucry ca.11 be for- 
~r~ula t ,ed  a t  a higher level of a.l,st,raction. ' I ' l ~ c s ~  clc- 
velopments will appear in fut,ure publicat,ions with 
det.ailed evaluations of t l ~ e  t.ec11nique. 
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